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Welcome to the latest AMRestore newsletter!
The AMRestore team has
been busy updating our new (very
flashy) website. Our new website
now details our expanded services,
before-and-after pictures, and tons
of great information about the restoration of: art, documents, furniture, personal property, electronics, machinery and much, much
more. Visit and bookmark the site
at www.AMRestore.com.
In addition to updating our

website, we have also expanded
our document restoration capabilities with the installation of our
massive new document freeze dryer. AMRestore now has the largest
capacity freeze-dryer in the metro
area. The new freeze-dryer has elevated our status within the restoration community and paved the
way for AMRestore to be awarded
vendor status with the National
Archives.
AMRestore offers start to
finish contents restoration and

www.AMRestore.com

claims services including free total
loss inventories during pack-outs
and 10% off all Xactimate rates for
direct calls.
Please take your time and enjoy, thank you again to all of our
current and future clients and
customers!
In your service,

Check Out New Content on the AMRestore Website

Before-and-after pictures and current information from your contents restoration crew!

As you know, AMRestore handles inventories, replacement pricing and asset
tagging, packing and moving, contents restoration, furniture restoration, electronics
restoration, art restoration and document
vacuum freeze drying and restoration all
under one roof. In addition, our technical
specialties include electronics and equipment capabilities which allow us to restore a
full range of contents (personal and business
property) during the packing, inventory and
restoration of the general personal property.
This includes the wide variety of electronics,
computers, commercial equipment, machinery, as well as any affixed equipment items.
The AMRestore team has been busy
updating the site, adding before-and-after
pictures and generally just making a really cool and user-friendly site. We could
keep writing all about it,
but I think the best way
is to see it for yourself!
Click away and have fun…
www.AMRestore.com.
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The AMRestore Team Shows Off the Largest Document
Vacuum-Freeze Drying Chamber in the Metro Area
AMRestore now has the largest VACUUM-FREEZE DRYING
chamber in the Washington-Baltimore Metro area with the ability
to serve the whole Mid-Atlantic region as we are truly now a one-stop
resource for contents restoration!

Why pay those travel charges to
ship documents out of area losing
care, custody and control of the
process?
The same AMRestore that are
the “Pack-Out Kings” (we didn’t
say that…an adjuster told us) and

care about quality and value is the
same team adding this valuable
resource to the tool box!
We also offer complete cleaning, large scale vacuum freeze drying and digital scanning of valuable business papers including
archival records, medical, dental,
business and legal records. AMRestore employs restoration pros that
can assess, de-house, re-frame and
clean and restore art work items
and high-end collectibles that have
been affected by various loss-related contaminate.
Combine this capability with
our state-of-the-art contents restoration software and you have a
total care-custody-control package. We are now offering our total
loss reports free of charge with any
pack-out we perform. AMRestore’s
updated, exclusive reports will
feature AVC, RCV, depreciation,
links and other useful information
for ease in quickly settling a content claim. Call us at 800-498-8800
for a free test drive!

FREE!
AMRestore is offering free total loss
reports for full-service pack-out clients
and reduced Xactimate rates!
AMRestore is offering FREE TOTAL LOSS INVENTORIES
with replacement costs, depreciation, etc. during the pack-out
and uploaded into YOUR FORMAT through our proprietary
software! Our CRS (Contents Restoration Software) can offer
you a money saving solution for inventory, valuation and assessments on all contents…FOR FREE during the pack-out.
Don’t pay an additional vendor or additional employees for
what we do for free! Couple that with 10% off Xactimate claims
called in direct and you have a great cost cutting opportunity
for contents claims. Quality and free services= WIN + WIN!
AMRESTORE.COM | 800-498-8800
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Contents Questions Answered
Do you have any Questions You Would Like Answered? E-mail your questions to news@amrestore.com or call directly to 1-800-498-8800.

QUESTION:
“Can you totally handle our
contents claims for us?”
–Claims Manager

For several clients, we are now the go-to company for pack-outs and full service content
claims settlement…we do all the footwork!
Have you ever worked with a vendor that
doesn’t really take an inventory? Have you ever
called in multiple vendors that just made more
work for you…just call us…we will do it all…
to help you close your files faster than ever with
less labor resources!
When you call AMRestore, you know your clients are getting the highest quality packing and
moving services. No broken items, no cherry-

picking, no theft…we hear the horror stories!
The AMRestore CRS software helps solve the
care-custody-control portion by tacking everything from start to finish with barcoding and a
unique tracking system. No more lost items or
questioning where things are…just results.
The AMRestore CRS software also can immediately produce a Total Loss inventory with
your parameters during the general pack-out.
Don’t call an additional vendor for what we do
for FREE included with our pack-out inventory
services!!
REPORTS GENERATED BY THE AMRESTORE
CONTENTS RESTORATION SOFTWARE:
INVENTORY REPORT—This report is printed
with field notes, description, pre-loss condition, pictures, original locations, etc. for each
inventory or bar coded item. This report can
be exported into several standard formats for
ease of use…instantly! Additionally, all technicians in the field and at the workstations are

scanned and time-stamped for reporting and
billing transparency.
ERC (ESTIMATED REPLACEMENT COST) REPORT—Shows outside source for the estimated replacement value of every item inventoried.
This added feature is useful when you need to
compare the restoration vs. replacement of an
item and if restoration is cost effective.
TOL (TOTAL LOSS) REPORT—All items
deemed as non-restorable will be added to this
list and will provide instant replacement costs
with pictures and pre-existing conditions to
validate the total loss items on a claim.
DELIVERY RELEASE REPORT—Allows us to
deliver all final items by designating the barcode of all remaining items being delivered including descriptions, original locations, before
and after pictures, etc. Gives an instant report
as to what is out of inventory and what is still in
our possession and where it is.

HAND-HELD SCANNERS- Based on mobile bar-code scanning technology, AMRestore created the proper coding to inventory, describe, estimate
and take a picture of an item and scan a barcode simultaneously. There are
over 50,000 items currently contained within our database with item descriptions, estimated replacement cost value (ERCV) and actual cash value
(ACV) in addition to the ability to export to Xactimate pricing…ALL FROM
A HANDHELD!
TOUCH-SCREEN PROCESSING- Gathering the inventory and pictures
in the field is one thing, but once it gets back to the facility is where our
contents restoration software really excels. Pictures and inventory items are
automatically brought up on the screen with all notes, details and cleaning processes automatically spelled out for each content item. AMRestore
technicians can now quickly process contents with maximum visibility and
tracking. THERE IS NO SYSTEM THAT GUARANTEES GREATER CARE,
CUSTODY AND CONTROL THAN OUR CONTENTS RESTORATION
SOFTWARE.

WEB-BASED VISIBILITY- Our web-based contents restoration software
gives customers, agents, adjusters and anyone involved in the claim the option of securely viewing the claim or downloading documents, pictures, time
sheets for a project through a secure web portal available on our HOME
page. Users will be provided with an individual user name and log-in for
pure transparency and speed in settling any contents loss free of charge.
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